environments. This is achieved through learning statistical model from a set of motion capture sequences. The method is based on clustering the motion data into motion primitives that capture local dynamical characteristicsDynamic texture, modeling the dynamics in each cluster using linear dynamic system (LDS), annotating those LDS' which have clear meaning, and calculating the cross-entropy between frames of LDS' to construct a directed graph called a annotated dynamic texture graph (ADTG) which has two-level structure. The lower level retains the detail and nuance of the live motion, while the higher level generalizes the motion and encapsulates the connections among LDS'. The results show that this framework can generate smooth, natural-looking motion in interactive environments.
Introduction
Motion capture is a popular technique for synthesizing lifelike human motion. However, there are still a 高全胜 等:一种虚拟人运动生成和控制方法 number of difficulties to overcome concerning how to use these motion data sets in a three-dimensional interactive virtual world. It is challenging to make balance between richness of character behavior and easiness of intuitive control for synthesizing lifelike motion.
Motion synthesis of the captured data largely follows two threads: basing synthesis on the frame level and basing it on the clip level. Early frame level efforts focus on editing a clip of the existing motion, and produce the desired motion by altering a base motion. This is done by using some editing tools, such as motion blending [1] , motion warping [2] , and retargeting [3] . Another alternative approach is to create a statistical model to provide the transition between frames. Schödl, et al. [4] use video textures to model a new motion as a first-order Markov process. Brand and Hertzmann [5] introduce stylistic HMM models to make stylistic motion synthesis. Kovar, et al. [6] present motion graphs for synthesizing seamless motion. Recent research of Lee and Lee [7] also uses frame-level transition methods in pre-computation method. While these frame level models retain the motion details and a broad variety of motion choices, the resulting data structure may be too complex for clear presentation in a user interface.
The combinatorial explosion makes the searching at the frame level entirely intractable when the dataset is large.
In recent years, large motion datasets become commonplace. Datasets often contain many variants of the same kind of motion. People began to study how to synthesize motion at the clip level. Clip based approaches chop the long motion sequence into blocks, then use probabilistic method reassemble the blocks. Li, et al. [8] developed a two-level statistical model for motion synthesis. At the lower level, motion texton is represented by LDS, and at the higher level contain the transition probabilities among textons. Arikan and Forsyth [9] create a new motion by searching for plausible transitions between motion segments. Arikan, et al. [10] show that motion synthesis from a graph structure can be cast as a dynamic programming. The advantage of this method is that, in the synthesis phase, searching can be efficiently solved, but motion transitions can only take place at the end points of blocks. Our approach attempts to capture the strengths of the both by combining them in a two level structure. We provide high level control, and the searching is made at the block level; still we maintain transition at the frame level.
Arikan, et al. [10] annotate all frames with annotations draw from some fixed vocabulary. Our approach, in contrast, makes annotation at clip level. Furthermore, we only annotate those having clear meaning LDS. We believe a frame cannot represent an action, which is only a pose of the character, but an action is the process of pose changing. Therefore, the best unit of annotation is a clip of motion that completes the action. This is confirmed with our knowledge of what is action. Another drawback of making annotation at frame level is that it is too computationally expensive to solve the searching problem.
In this paper, we present a method for motion synthesis from motion data. Our goal is to provide a concise set of control commands, which is the same as the annotation vocabulary. User chooses the command to control the character's behavior in interactive environment by using input devices such as keyboard, mouse, or joystick. The transitions among different actions are automatically created by our system in real-time. In order to simplify the set of control commands, we pick to annotate those actions which have clear-cut meaning.
Hence, we build a correspondence between the annotated LDS and the command in the control set. We demonstrate the power of our approach with character that reacts to the commands of the user and achieves specified tasks in an interactive environment (see Fig.1 ). The user can have a direct and immediate control over the motion of the character. Fig.1 The real-time synthesized motion created using motion capture data
Extracting Dynamic Texture
We assume there is a dataset of motion data sequences of the same skeletal format; this is required to be able to extract motion texture and to be able to synthesize motion with the clips of motion texture. Every motion is represented as a time-series data that gives the configuration of an articulated figure. As illustrated in Fig.2 , an articulated figure with n joints, we denote a motion by , where describes the is unit quaternion space [11] . In our system, we model the configuration of an articulated figure with 18 joints.
Therefore, Y t is a 57-dimensional vector. 
Model-Based cluster analysis
The human figure exhibits complex and rich dynamic behavior; a single model is inadequate to describe the evolution in configuration space. We use model-based cluster analysis [12] to generalize the motion data into clusters, which capture similarities in motion frames. In this approach, motion data are viewed as coming from a mixture of probability distributions, each representing a different cluster. Our goal is to capture the similar motion states within the same cluster, and different motion patterns belong to different clusters. The clusters are found to cut the trajectories into short sections, and all sections in a given partition have similar dynamics.
Given the observation sequences Y=(Y
the kth cluster, where θ k consists of a mean vector µ k and a covariance matrix
let K be the number of components in the mixture, θ=(θ 1 ,…,θ k ), and τ=(τ 1 ,…,τ k ), where τ k is the probability that an observation belongs to the kth component. Our goal is to maximize the likelihood
In practice, the EM algorithm estimates parameters θ of the clusters that maximize the mixture loglikelihood (3) 高全胜 等:一种虚拟人运动生成和控制方法 looped until convergence:
• E-step: Compute the expectation of z ik , given the parameter estimates from the M-step.
• M-step: Maximize (3) given the expectation of z ik .
To determine the number of clusters in the mixture model, we take different sizes of the cluster. Learning process is from big granularity to small one. We begin to cluster on total length/number of cluster=200 frames, till the smallest one-60 frames (Fig.3(b) ). 
Learning dynamic texture
After the motion data are clustered, we learn local dynamics within each cluster. The motion data clip can be seen as time series produce by a system, which can be described using dynamic texture. A dynamic texture [13] is linear time-invariant dynamical systems (LDS). It can be described by the following two equations
time is indexed by the discrete index t, The Observation Y t is a linear function of the state X t , and the state at one time step depends linearly on the previous state. Both state and output noise, W t and V t , are zero-mean normally distributed random variables with covariance matrices Q and R, respectively. Only the output of the system is observed, and the state and all the noise variables are hidden. The parameters of an LDS can be represented by {A,C,Q,R,π 0 ,V 0 }, where π 0 and V 0 are initial covariance and mean, respectively. There are standard ways of learning LDS parameters form training data, see Ref. [14] for details on calculating an LDS. We use EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of linear system. Figure 4 shows learned LDS of walking sequence and raw data measured in human subjects. from raw data measured in human subjects (a)
After learning a LDS within each cluster, we evaluate the model prediction error, which is defined by where ln(⋅) is the logarithmic map of unit quaternion [11] . If P error is less than the given threshold, the LDS is retained, and the corresponding data clip is deleted from the data set. For the left data set, we cluster it with small granularity, and then learn LDS for each cluster. This process is repeated until all data sets are empty. Since joint rotation angle data are locally linear, LDS' can finally cover every data clips.
We add annotations to LDS to describe the motion. The description describes the qualitative property of the motion. It may be a word (such as walk, run, jump etc.) It can also be a composite action (such as walk and then run, run and turn right, stand and then walk etc.) In order to maintain a succinct command set, our method is only annotating those LDS' that have clear meaning. Hence, we make a correspondence between ALDS (annotated LDS) and the control command ( Fig.3(d) ).
Creating Texture Graph

Creating transitions
An important observation is that the synthesis block by LDS' is very similar to its original motion clip. We can tell what happens at a particular frame by knowing the original motion. This insight gives us a clue of how to make transition between LDS'. We can make transition between LDS' where the produced frames are similar. In order to preserve dynamics (orientations and velocities) we not only take frames about which we want to evaluate similarity, but also their adjacent frames within a temporal window as a slice of texture. The distance of two slices of texture is calculated by cross entropy.
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Evaluation of the distance between LDS'
The observation sequences Y on the system are not exactly reproducible. 
In order to compute the cross-entropy between LDS', we first represent state sequences X=(X 1 ,X 2 ,…,X t ) and observation sequences Y=(Y 1 ,Y 2 ,…,Y t ) as Gaussians, respectively. Hence, our goal is to express the PDF of an observation Y as multivariate normal.
Based on Eq. (4), we can write the conditional densities for the state:
Assuming the initial state X 0 is constant, the state density of X t is the linear combination of Gaussian random
with mean µ t =A t X 0 and covariance .
Let X be the sequence of t state vectors, the joint probability of X is also Gaussian
where , . 
where γ=Cµ, Σ=CKC
The cross-entropy between two slices of LDS' measures the inconsistencies in their analysis of the data. Once the distance of two slices of texture has been computed by cross-entropy, the transition points are selected for those below an empirically determined threshold.
Creating dynamic texture graphs
We define the annotated dynamic texture graph (ADTG) structure on two levels. On high level a motion graph is a directed annotated graph with the nodes corresponding to LDS' and capturing the local dynamics. Those having correspondence to commands are described with labels. We collapse all the edges belonging to the same two LDS' in one direction. This yields a graph G where the nodes of G are motion clips and there is an edge from l 1 to l 2 for every pair of LDS' where we can cut from l 1 to l 2 . We assume that the edges in G are attached to the detailed connection between the two LDS'. On low level, each node corresponds to the frame in LDS; each edge 
Two level data representation
Motion synthesis of motion-captured data can base on the frame level or on the clip level. Both of them have advantages: the former retains the detail and nuance of live motion, while the latter generalizes motion and encapsulates connections among clips. Our approach attempts to capture the strengths of both by combining them in a two level structure (Fig.5) . Since there is correspondence between ALDS (annotated LDS) and control command, the high level structure is good for efficient searching and presentation in the interfaces. The low level is a detailed motion graph that retains the candidate transitions and generates new motion based on the high level demand of the user. The main advantages of our two level data structure are to offer high level control to the user by simply stipulating what the sequence of action is while low level provides smooth transition on frame level between two actions.
Results
We tested our approach on a data set containing 49 200 frames, or more than 15 minutes of motion sampled at 60Hz. These motion clips feature a variety of different kinds of actions, including walking, jogging, running, hopping, sneaking, and kicking; see Table 1 for a summary. All experiments were run on a machine with a 2.0GHz
Pentium IV processor and 1GB of memory. User of our system can control the character to fulfill tasks interactively through interfaces such as mouse and keyboard. High level order synthesis. The example shown in Fig.1 suggests that the user can specify what kind of actions are to be performed at what times. When the user selects an action, the character performs that action. The real-time synthesized motion is created using motion capture data, the figure performs the actions that user 高全胜 等:一种虚拟人运动生成和控制方法 stipulated, which are walking, then running, and then hook-kicking.
Sketching path constraint synthesis. Given a path drawn by the user using a mouse and an action the character is required to perform, our system generates motion such that the character travels along the path. The path is projected onto the surface of the floor to provide desired travel trajectory. Our tracking algorithm fits the goal position along the desired trajectory and root position projected on the floor. In this example, we control the character sneaking along the indicated path. Refer to Fig.6 (The gray line is the path to be fit and the black line is an approximation of the actual path of the character).
Sketching path and action synthesis. Figure 7 illustrates that while the character travels along the path, the user can change the motion style. In this example, the user selects sneaking in the first section of the path, then changes the action to walking in the second section, finally selects running in the third section. 
Conclusion
This paper has presented a general framework for creating natural-looking, controllable motion in interactive environments. A directed graph called annotated dynamic texture graph (ADTG) is proposed to encapsulate connections among local dynamics of character motion in the database, and to provide high level control of character behavior. This two-level data structure can be efficiently searched at run time to find appropriate paths to locations specified by the user. The good performance of our approach is supported by the experiment results.
